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There is growing interest in using observational data from clinical, administrative, and electronic health records as cost-effective resources to support medical research. An increasing number of articles have highlighted data quality concerns with these types of datasets; spurious or unrecognized associations driven by incorrectly recorded exposures and outcomes could misguide clinical decision-making. In our own work using data from local and international HIV observational databases, we have found error rates as high as 50% for some key study variables. However, given budget constraints, many researchers question and often ignore the necessity of data validation/auditing. I will discuss our current research on statistical methods that can improve estimation by incorporating validation information obtained on a sub-sample of records. These methods are related to those in the statistical literature on missing data and measurement error, except in our setting errors are likely in multiple variables (including outcomes) and the presence and magnitude of the errors between variables are often correlated. I will demonstrate the use of these methods with data from the Caribbean, Central, and South American Network (CCASAnet) for HIV Research and the Vanderbilt Comprehensive Care Clinic (VCCC). In CCASAnet, we are often left wondering what to do after discovering errors during on-site data audits: ignore them, have the researchers re-enter all data, or exclude sites. Our approach offers a compromise by incorporating the audit data into analyses. At the VCCC, an endpoints committee performs comprehensive chart reviews to validate key variables. As we have data before and after validation, we examine the cost-savings and feasibility of obtaining unbiased results by validating only a sub-sample of records and applying our methods.
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